Administration

Conflict of Interest Code: Designated Personnel

Certain positions may require an employee's participation in decisions affecting individual financial interests. These positions are designated pursuant to Board action and Board Bylaw 9270, Conflict of Interest Code. Employees holding positions designated in the District’s Conflict of Interest Code and members of the Board of Education shall report their financial interests as specified in the District's Conflict of Interest Code.

Legal Reference:
GOVERNMENT CODE
1090-1097 Prohibitions applicable to specified officers
1125-1128 Incompatible activities
82028 Definitions "Gift"
82030 Definitions "Income"
82033 Definitions "Interest in real property"
82034 Definitions "Investment"
87100-87500 Conflicts of interest
87200-87210 Disclosure
87300-87313 Conflict of interest codes
91000-91015 Enforcement
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